Appealing Entry
The sconce and
klismos bench
in the foyer are
custom designs by
decorator Sandra
Nunnerley. The area
rug is from Beauvais
Carpets. See
Resources.

In a Southampton
revamp, virtually
nothing escapes
the scrutiny of
Sandra Nunnerley’s
sophisticated eye
BY DAVID MASELLO
PHOTOGRAPHS BY RICHARD POWERS
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Neat And Tidy
The living room boasts
a pair of Billy Baldwin–
style chairs and deep
custom sofas by
Nunnerley. The floor
lamp is by Jacques
Jarrige and the woven
French bench dates
from the 1940s. See
Resources.

henever Erika Katz
visited decorator Sandra
Nunnerley’s office on East 57th Street, she would go barefoot. She would also pour water on the floor in Nunnerley’s
conference room.
Odd behavior, it could be argued, but there was a method
to her madness: “Every time Sandra showed me a rug for
a room in my house in Southampton,” Katz recounts, “I’d
take off my shoes and try it out. I didn’t want it to be too
scratchy or uncomfortable.” As for the water test, it was a
way for Katz to assess whether a rug absorbed or repelled.
“When my husband and I first bought the house, our kids
were little and I knew they’d be running through with
wet feet after the beach.” Some of the house’s rugs, notably
the one that wound up in the living room, are made from
Bedouin tents, able to withstand Saharan sandstorms, not
to mention young wet feet.
Nunnerley and Katz, a parenting and lifestyle expert and
author, know each other well. “This is the third residence
I’ve worked on with Erika,” says Nunnerley, referring to
Katz’s Park Avenue apartment and the family’s apartment
in Palm Beach. “And as it has been with each project, I get
to come in the moment the architects, from Ferguson &
Shamamian, have laid out their plans for renovation.” In
that sense, she and the architects are collaborators from the
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Tables For
Discussion
An offset striped
kilim anchors the
living room (opposite),
which features a
polished-concrete
table by Nunnerley
and a set of
circa-1950 Jacques
Quinet chairs. (this
page) Walls in the
dining room are
covered in a custom
linen. The Liaigre
table is flanked by a
Liaigre bench and a
set of Danish mid20th-century chairs.
The oak-and-vellum
console is by Julian
Chichester. See
Resources.
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inception. “Even before any of the rooms have begun to take
shape,” adds Katz, “Sandra is ordering fabrics and designing
the furniture. From beginning to end, I don’t have to worry
about a thing.”
Katz and her husband bought their five-bedroom
Southampton spec house 15 years ago, deciding at the
time to leave it much as it was, given that their children
were so young. When their kids became teenagers, however,
the couple decided to undertake a major reordering of the
interiors, with Nunnerley’s help. Beams were added to the
ceilings to suggest coffers. In an effort to echo the nearby
sandy beaches, Nunnerley saw to it that the wood floors
were bleached. The designer insisted, too, on there being
a larger doorway connecting the dining room and kitchen
because, as she explains, “We wanted this house to flow.
Everything was to be breezy, effortless, casual: a place for
easy summer living.”
One of Katz’s firmest wishes was for Nunnerley to create interiors unlike any found in the Hamptons. “I didn’t
want a beige house,” insists Katz. “I love color, so much that
I wanted the colors in the garden to appear inside as well.
People don’t expect to find all these colors in a house in
september/october 2019
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“W

e
wanted this
house to
flow,” says
Nunnerley,
“to be breezy,
effortless,
casual: a
place for easy
summer living”

Soothing Spaces
The kitchen (this page and opposite
bottom) features countertop and
backsplash stone from Studium
and Glooh stools from M2L.
(opposite top) Family room
accessories include a Jacques
Jarrige coffee table, a Djim
Berger porcelain side table,
Foglio sconces from Flos, and a
custom Woodard & Greenstein
rug. See Resources.
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“S

andra
finishes
everything
down to the
tiniest accents,”
Erika Katz says.
“She completes
projects”

Master Class
A custom nickel
chandelier and floor
tile from Studium add
shimmer to the master
bath (above), which
includes a tub stool
from Waterworks. The
master bedroom (near
right) features a 1950s
Michel Buffet floor
lamp, a Walters chair
and ottoman, and a
cerused-oak bench
from George Home.
(opposite) The back
terrace is furnished with
seating pieces from
Walters and a dining
table and chairs from
Munder Skiles. The
regatta stripe cushion
fabric is from Glant. See
Resources.
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Southampton. The biggest compliment I get is when someone expresses surprise at what they find.”
Blue prevails in myriad hues throughout the residence.
For the kitchen, Nunnerley and her team tried out so many
different blues that a blue mood seemed to loom over the office
for some time. “Finally, we mixed a custom shade that was lively, happy, and referenced the ocean, but was still its own color,”
says Nunnerley. Katz was more than pleased with the result:
“Blue is life to me,” she says. “I have to live with it. Nobody in
the Hamptons has a blue kitchen.”
For the master suite, Nunnerley came up with an espe-

cially calming shade of blue. “Since I have teenagers and
entertain friends and family all the time,” Katz says, “I needed
the blue in the bedroom to be restful, so that the space
would be like an oasis where I could get away.”
Nunnerley is just as adept at designing custom furniture,
and among her hallmarks here are airy sculptural bases for
large sofas, notably in the living room, where they appear
“lifted from the floor,” she says. “Sandra finishes everything
down to the tiniest accents,” Katz says admiringly. “She
completes projects. My eyes still move around these rooms,
taking in all the details.” ✹
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